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Abstract: The CP violating phase φs, the Bs decay width and the decay width difference
are sensitive probe to new physics and can constrain the heavy quark expansion theory. The
potential for the measurement at future Z factories is studied. It is found that operating
at Tera-Z mode, the expected precision can reach: σ(φs) = 4.3 mrad, σ(∆Γs) = 0.24 ns−1

and σ(Γs) = 0.072 ns−1. The precision of φs is competitive with the expected resolution
that could be achieved by LHCb at High-Luminosity Large Hadron Collider (HL-LHC).
The resolution is only 30% larger than the expected resolution at LHCb at HL-LHC. If
operating at 10-Tera-Z mode, the resolution of φs can be measured 41% of the resolution
of LHCb at HL-LHC. The measurement of Γs and ∆Γs cannot benefit from the excellent
time resolution and tagging power of the future Z-factories. Only operating at 10-Tera-Z
mode, can the Γs and ∆Γs reach a 18% larger resolution than the expected resolution of
LHCb at HL-LHC.
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1 Introduction

In the Standard Model (SM), CP violation originates from the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
(CKM) matrix. The CP-violating phase φs arises in the interference between the amplitude
of the Bs that decays directly and the Bs decays after the Bs–B̄s oscillation. The φs is
predicted as φs = −2βs in the standard model, where the βs ≡ arg[−(VtsV

∗
tb)/(VcsV

∗
cb)],

expressed as CKM matrix elements, if the subordinate contribution is ignored. The current
Standard Model prediction is φs = −0.03696+0.00072

−0.00082 rad from the CKMFitter group [1]
and −0.03700 ± 0.00104 rad from UTfit Collaboration [2]. The current world average is
φs = −0.021 ± 0.031 [3], with an uncertainty being around 20 times the SM uncertainty.
The precise measurement of φs provides sensitive probe of the SM.

The light (L) and heavy (H) mass eigenstates of the Bs meson have different decay
widths ΓL and ΓH . The difference of the decay width ∆Γs ≡ ΓL−ΓH and the average decay
width Γs ≡ (ΓL + ΓH)/2 are also of great interest in theory. The heavy quark expansion
(HQE) theory has been developed as a powerful tool to calculate many observables related
to b-hadron [4]. The precise measurements of Γs and ∆Γs provide an excellent test of the
HQE theory.

With the discovery of the Higgs boson in 2012, the Circular Electron-Position Collider
(CEPC) and Future Circular Collider (FCC-ee) projects were proposed. In addition to
designed as Higgs factories, they can also operate in the Z pole configuration. At the Z pole,
they are expected to produce 1012 to 1013 Z bosons in 10 years. Around 0.152×(1012−1013)

bb̄ pairs will be produced from Z decays. The future Z-factories are also future b-factories.
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The detectors (with time projection or wired chamber as the main tracker) on the CEPC and
FCC-ee provide good particle identification, very precise track and vertex reconstruction
and large geometry acceptance, making the future Z-factory an excellent place to study the
heavy flavor physics.

In this paper, we investigate the expected measurement resolution at future Z-factories
using a projection from the existing experiment. We first analyze all the factors that affect
the measurement resolution. Then for each of the factor, we study what can be achieved at
the future Z-factories with a praticle simulation. Finally, we discuss the expected resolution,
the comparision between different machine, the impact on physics and the requirment to
detector and collider design.

1.1 Measurement of φs (∆Γs, Γs) in experiments

The CP-violating phase φs and width difference ∆Γs was extensively measured in the
ATLAS [5, 6], CDF [7], CMS [8], D0 [9], and LHCb [10–14] experiments. The Bs →
J/ψ(→ µ+µ−)φ(→ K+K−) decay has a relative large branching fraction and a final state
of fully charged tracks. It provides a clean environment benefit from the narrow decay
width of J/ψ. It is the most prominent channel to measure the φs, ∆Γs and Γs.

The time and angular distribution of Bs → J/ψφ is a sum of ten terms corresponding
to the four polarization amplitudes and their interference terms:

d4Γ(Bs → J/ψφ)

dtdΩ
∝

10∑
k=1

hk(t)fk(Ω), (1.1)

where

hk(t|Bs) = Nke
−Γst

[
ak cosh(

1

2
∆Γst) + bk sinh(

1

2
∆Γst) + ck cos(∆mst) + dk sin(∆mst)

]

hk(t|B̄s) = Nke
−Γst

[
ak cosh(

1

2
∆Γst) + bk sinh(

1

2
∆Γst)− ck cos(∆mst)− dk sin(∆mst)

]
and fk(Ω) is the amplitude function.

In the expression of hk(t), ∆ms stands for the mass difference between the Bs mass
eigenstates and Nk for the amplitude of the component at t = 0. The φs is hidden in
the parameters ak, bk, ck, dk. The detailed expression of the parameters ak, bk, ck, dk can be
found in the LHCb publication [11]. The φs, ∆Γ and Γs can be measured by fitting the
time and angular distribution of Bs → J/ψφ decays.

2 Estimation of resolution on the future Z factory

The resolution of the measurement σ(φs) is proportional to the inverse square root of the
signal statistics. The signal statistics is proportional to the number of bb̄ pairs produced
in a collider. The signal statistics is also proportional to the acceptance and efficiency
of the detector. The flavor tagging power p has a significant impact on the resolution.
Another significant effect is the resolution in measuring the decay time σt. The tagging
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power and the decay time resolution affect the σ(φs) in the formats of σ(φs) ∝ 1/
√
p and

σ(φs) ∝ 1/ exp(−1
2∆m2

sσ
2
t ), as shown in appendix A.

A scaling factor proportional to the σ(φs) can be defined as

ξ = 1/

(√
Nbb̄ × ε×

√
p× exp(−1

2
∆m2

sσ
2
t )

)
(2.1)

The expected φs resolution in future Z-factories can be estimated as σ(φs,FE) =

ξFE × σ(φs,EE)
ξEE

. (FE: future experiment, EE: existing experiment).
In this study, the resolution and scaling factor of the existing experiment are taken

from the LHCb studies [11]. For the LHCb measurement, the number of extracted signals
is Nbb̄ × ε = 117000. The flavor tagging power p is 4.73%. And the decay time resolution
σt is at 45.5 fs. The resolution σ(φs) is 0.041 rad. Then the scale factor ξlhcb = 0.018 and
the ratio σ(φs)/ξlhcb = 2.28 rad.

The scaling factor of the future Z-factory is estimated using the Monte Carlo study,
which is described in detail in the following sections.

The scaling factor of the experiments at the High-Luminosity LHC is also estimated for
comparision. Assuming no significant changes in detector acceptance and efficiency, tagging
power, and decay time resolution at HL-LHC, the scaling factor is calculated by scaling the
luminosity. At HL-LHC, the expected luminosity is 300 fb−1, with respect to 1.9 fb−1 at the
current measurement of LHCb. The scaling factor is then ξ HL-LHC -LHCb = 0.0014 and the
expected resolution is σ(φs, HL-LHC -LHCb) = ξ HL-LHC -LHCb × σ(φs)/ξlhcb = 3.2 mrad.

The expected resolution of ∆Γ and Γs are estimated in the same way. The key difference
with φs is that they are insensitive to the tagging power and proper decay time resolution,
as shown in appendix. The variable

ζ = 1/
(√

Nbb̄ × ε
)

(2.2)

is introduced as the scaling factor for Γs and ∆s. The scaling factor ζlhcb = 2.9× 10−3,

2.1 CEPC and the baseline detector

The CEPC and the baseline detector (CEPC-v4) [15] are taken as an example to study
the resolution of φs, ∆Γs and Γs. As a baseline, the CEPC is assumed to run in the
Tera-Z mode, i.e., produces 1012 Z bosons during its lifetime. The CEPC baseline detector
consists of a vertex system, a silicon inner tracker, a TPC, a silicon external tracker, an
electromagnetic calorimeter, a hadron calorimeter, a solenoid of 3 Tesla, and a Return Yoke.

2.2 Monte carlo sample and reconstruction

A Monte Carlo signal sample is generated to study the geometry acceptance and reconstruc-
tion efficiency of the Bs → J/ψφ decay channel. The sample is also used to investigate the
proper decay time resolution of the Bs, which is directly related to the spatial resolution of
the Bs decay vertex.

Using the WHIZARD [16] generator, about 6000 Z → bb̄ → Bs(B̄s) + X events are
generated. The Bs are then forced to decay via the Bs → J/ψ(→ µ+µ−)φ(→ K+K−)
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decay channel with PYTHIA 8 [17]. The transportation of the particles in the detector
is simulated with MokkaC based on the GEANT4 [18]. The reconstructed particles are
classified as hadrons, muons and electrons according to the Monte Carlo truth information.

The J/ψ candidates are reconstructed from all combinations of a positively charged
muon and a negatively charged muon, and they are selected within the window of invariant
mass from 3.07 to 3.14 GeV/c2. The φ candidates are reconstructed by all combinations of
a positively charged hadron and a negatively charged hadron. The φ candidate is selected
within the mass window from 1.017 to 1.023 GeV/c2. The Bs meson is reconstructed over
the combination of all J/ψ and φ candidates. And they are selected within a mass window
from 5.28 to 5.46 GeV/c2. After the reconstruction of the Bs meson, a decay vertex is
reconstructed with the tracks associated with the Bs.

Another sample of Z → bb̄→ X is generated to verify a low background level. The de-
tector simulation and event reconstruction procedure are the same as for the signal sample.

2.3 Signal and background statistics

Assuming that all bb̄ events can be selected with high purity, the background in is the bb̄
events that do not contain Bs → J/ψφ signal. The branching fraction of bb̄ hadronized to
Bs is 10%. The branching ratio of Bs → J/ψφ is 1.08× 10−3. And the branching ratio of
J/ψ → µ+µ−, φ→ K+K− are 6% and 50% separately. The number of background events
is 1.7 × 105 times larger than the number of signal events. Applying the selection criteria
described in section 2.2 to the background sample, the probability of reconstructing a fake
Bs candidate is 6.7× 10−6. After the event selection, background statistics are of the same
magnitude as the signal statistics.

The vertex information is another power variable to supress the backgrounds. In the
background events, the fake Bs candidates come from four arbitrarily combined tracks, two
of which are lepton tracks and two of which are hadron tracks. Lepton usually has a large
impact parameter and hadron has a small impact parameter. It is difficult to reconstruct
a high-quality vertex with arbitrarily combined tracks. The χ2

xy is used to measure the
quality of the vertex reconstruction, where

χ2
xy =

∑
tracks

d2
xy.

The dxy in the formula represents the distance from the reconstructed vertex to the track
in the plane perpendicular to the beam direction. The vertex χ2

xy of signal is usually very
small. And the χ2

xy of background is distributed over a large range. With a very loose
cut at χ2

xy < 0.1 mm2, 95% of the signals are selected and 99.2% of the backgrounds are
discarded.

With a combination of invariant mass and vertex cut, the acceptance × efficiency of
the signal are 75%, and the background is controlled in the 1% of the signal level.

2.4 Flavor tagging

The initial flavor (Bs or B̄s) information is required to extract the parameters from equa-
tion 1.1. The procedure to determine the initial flavor is called flavor tagging. The fraction
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of particles that could be identified (correctly or incorrectly) by tagging algorithm is called
the tagging efficiency εtag. The proportion of misidentified particles among the identified
particles is the mistagging rate ωtag. The inability to identify the initial flavor and misiden-
tification both reduce the ability to extract parameters from the fit. The effective statistic
is lowered by a factor of p (called tagging power) compared to perfect tagging, where

p = εtag(1− 2ωtag)2.

2.4.1 Flavor tagging algorithm

A simple algorithm is developed to identify the initial flavor of the particle. The idea of
the algorithm is as follows:

The b(b̄) quarks are predominantly produced in bb̄ pairs that fly to the opposite side
in space. The flavor of the opposite b quark can be used to determine the initial flavor of
the interested Bs. To judge the flavor of this opposite b quark, we take a lepton and a
charged kaon with maximum momentum in the opposite direction of the Bs. The charge
of the lepton and the kaon provides the flavor of the opposite b quark. Furthermore, when
the b quark is hadronized to a Bs meson, another s quark is spontaneously created, which
then has the chance to become a charged kaon, flying in the similar direction as the Bs.
Based on this kaon, one can identify the flavor of the particle. The algorithm simply takes
the particle with the largest momentum. If these particles provide different determinants
for the flavor, the algorithm simply says that it cannot identify the flavor.

2.4.2 Flavor tagging power

The algorithm is applied to a Monte Carlo truth-level simulation, assuming perfect particle
identification. With the tagging algorithm, the tagging efficiency is estimated as 67%. The
mistagging rate is 22.5%. Thus, the tagging power is estimated to be 20.2%.

If the particle identification is imperfect, the flavor tagging power decreases. The effect
is studied by randomly associating incorrect hadron id. A pion is associated with a kaon or
proton id with a probability of ω/2 each. The random incorrect association is also applied
for kaons and protons.

The tagging power varying with the correct particle identification rate 1− ω is shown
in Figure 1. The tagging power is sensitive to the ω parameter.

2.5 Decay time resolution

The resolution of φs is affected by the inaccurate determination of the decay time. The
proper decay time of the Bs is calculated from the vertex position and transverse momentum
of the Bs as:

txy =
mlxy
pT

,

where lxy =
√
x2 + y2 is the vertex position in the transverse plane.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of the difference between treco and tsim, where treco
is the proper decay time calculated from the reconstructed particle information, and tsim
is obtained with the Monte Carlo simulated particle information without considering the
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Figure 1. Tagging power as a function of the correct particle identification rate 1− ω.

detector effects. The distribution is fitted using the sum of three Gaussian functions with
the same mean value. The effective time resolution is combined as

σeff =

√
− 2

∆m2
s

ln(
∑
i

fie
− 1

2
σ2
i ∆m2

s),

where fi and σi are fraction and width of the i-th Gaussian function. The effective resolution
of the decay time is 4.7 fs.

3 Results and discussion

Table 1. Parameters table of factors to calculate the resolution. The terms with ∗ means that the
factor is insensitive to the resolution of Γs and ∆Γs.

LHCb (HL-LHC) CEPC (Tera-Z) CEPC/LHCb
bb̄ statics 43.2× 1012 0.152× 1012 1/284

Acceptance×efficiency 7% 75% 10.7
Br 6× 10−6 12× 10−6 2

Flavour tagging∗ 4.7% 20% 4.3
Time resolution∗ (exp(−1

2∆m2
sσ

2
t )

2) 0.52 1 1.92
scaling factor ξ 0.0014 0.0019 0.8

σ(φs) 3.3 mrad 4.3 mrad
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Figure 2. distribution of treco − tsim. The distribution is fitted with the sum of three Gaussian
functions with equal mean.

Simulations show that in future Z-factories, the proper decay time resolution can
reach 4.7 fs, the detector acceptance×efficiency can be as good as 75%, and the flavor
tagging power can be 20%. Assuming the future Z-factory operating in Tera-Z mode
(i.e., 1012 Z), the scaling factor ξFE is 0.0019. The expected φs resolution is σ(φs,FE) =

ξFE × σ(φs,LHCb)/ξLHCb = 4.3 mrad, which is competitive to 3.3 mrad, the expected φs
measurement resolution of LHCb at the HL-LHC.

The Γs and ∆Γs are dependent weakly on tagging power and decay time resolution. The
4.3 times better flavor tagging power and 1.92 times better time resolution factor of CEPC,
in contrast to φs, have no effects on these observables. The estimated resolution is 0.24 ns−1

for ∆Γs and 0.072 ns−1 for Γs. The measured resolution of Γs − Γd = 0.0024 ps−1[11] is
taken as the resolution of Γs.

Figure 3 shows the expected confidential range (68% confidential level) of ∆Γs − φs.
The black dot is the prediction of the standard model from CKMFitter group [1] and
HQE theory calculation [4]. The dot dash red curve and the dash blue curve represent the
expected precision of Tera-Z CEPC and LHCb at the HL-LHC. The solid green curve shows
the expected precision of 10-Tera-Z CEPC. The φs resolution at the 10-Tera-Z CEPC can
reach the current precision of SM prediction. All the future experiments measurements of
∆Γs can provide strigent constraints on the HEQ theory.

As shown in Table 1, the statistical disadvantage of the Tera-Z Z factory can be com-
pensated with a much cleaner environment, good particle identification, and accurate track
and vertex measurement. Without the benefits of flavor tagging and time resolution, the
Γs and ∆Γs resolution is much worse than expected for the LHC at high-luminosity. Only
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Figure 3. Expected confidential region (68% confidential level) of ∆Γs − φs. The black point is
the Standard Model prediction from CKMFitter group [1] and HQE theory calculation [4]. The
uncertainty of ∆Γs is 6 ns−1. The dot dash red curve represents the Tera-Z CEPC. The dash
blue curve represents the LHCb on High-Luminosity LHC. The solid green curve represents the
10-Tera-Z CEPC. All the circles are centered at the standard model central value.

with the 10-Tera-Z Z factory can the expected resolution of ∆Γs and Γs be competitive.
Particle identification is critical. Tagging performance degrades rapidly when particles

are incorrectly identified. With the particle identification information, the different hadrons
can be distinguished to achieve a cleaner event selection. A good vertex reconstruction is
required to rule out combinatorial backgrounds. The current decay time resolution is good
enough. A better time resolution can not improve the precision of φs.

A Appendix

The dependent of σ(φs), σ(∆Γs) and σ(Γs) on the time resolution and tagging power is
investigated with toy Monte Carlo simulation. Figure A shows the varying of resolution for
φs and Γs as a function of the tagging power and decay time resolution. The ratio to the
baseline resolution is plotted. The baseline resolution is with the parameters σt = 4.7 fs

and p = 20%. The red line with square marker and the blue line with triangle marker
represent the resolution from toy Monte Carlo simulation respectively. The black line with
circle marker represents the resolution from the analytical formula. The resolution ratio of
Γs is almost the same to the resolution ratio of ∆Γs.

The simulation provides a validation of the formula

σ(φs) ∝ exp(−1

2
∆m2

sσ
2
t )

and
σ(φs) ∝

√
p,

and it also provides a validation that the resolution of Γs and ∆Γs are insensitive to the
time resolution and tagging power.
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Figure 4. The varying of resolution for φs and Γs as a function of the decay time resolution (left)
and tagging power resolution (right). The ratio to the baseline resolution is plotted. The baseline
resolution is with the parameters σt = 4.7 fs and p = 20%. The red line with square marker and the
blue line with triangle marker represent the resolution from toy Monte Carlo simulation respectively.
The black line with circle marker represents the resolution from the analytical formula.
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